
Charging NiMH batteries

NiMHs are probably the most difficult batteries to look after. Why do we use them then? 
They are compact for their capacity and do not risk high voltages ruining equipment as is 
the case with 2S lipos. You don’t need to use the  battery elimination circuit (BEC) on your 
ESC, so even if the Lipo runs down you can still land. 

It turns out that charging NiMHs is quite a tricky thing if you want them to last. In the past I 
have used cheap Hobby King NiMH batteries. When I bought some much more expensive 
eneloop batteries for a new model I decided to read the label. It said to charge at 0.2A for 
16 hours. How long? I thought I’d find out more. Here is what I found out.

NiMHs lose charge when unused so must be charged before each flying session, which is 
a pain. The loss rate is 5 to 20% on the first day then a few percent per day after that. 
Lowering the temperature lowers these rates.

There are two safe modes of charging, slow at C/10 or fast at 1C. That is ‘safe’ in the 
sense of getting long life out of them. They don’t catch fire like lipos. 

Mode 1: Low current, slow charging

Slow charging is done by setting current and time, or by monitoring temperature, or both. 

This can be done, with care, using a general-purpose charger setting. You charge at C/10. 
For my 2Ah eneloops this gives the 200mA on the label. There is a potential problem. If 
you do not disconnect the battery at full charge, oxygen is generated in the cells. There is 
a catalyst in the cell that destroys this but it generates heat. So you have to be around to 
disconnect when the battery gets warm. For up to sixteen hours?  

Mode 2: Fast charging -deltaV

When a NiMH cell gets near full charge its voltage drops by10mV, called -deltaV. It is safe 
to charge at much higher rates if the charger is designed for NiMHs and is specified with 
some combination of ‘peak’, ‘delta’, ∆V or ‘-deltaV’. This means that its software can detect
the voltage drop and switch to a low current to do the remaining charging. It then switches 
off. 

I bought a mains-powered Radient Recoil charger for the surprisingly low price of £13. 
This charges at 2A, which for my batteries is 1C. It is not suitable for NiHMs with a 
capacity lower than 1Ah. There are LEDs to show the various charge stages: Stand by, 
Charging, DV mode, Charged, Error. DV is the -deltaV final stage. As you see it has, for no
obvious reason, a Deans connector so I had to make an adaptor lead for the JR 
connectors on the batteries.  

It works extremely well and always a lot less than an hour. Like all sensible people I don’t 
let my receiver batteries run down a long way. Unlike with motor batteries, there is no dead
stick landing if that happens.



Universal chargers

It is quite possible that the chargers you use for Lipos will have -DeltaV as an option in the 
battery menu under NiMH. My iSDT ones do. So before you fork out for the above it is 
worth checking. You will probably need to make or buy adaptors or adaptor leads.
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